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"What? It's no wonder that Leon managed to endure Rodney's attack and came out of it unscathed! That's why!" The Southern

Boss exclaimed.

He had already heard from Charlie and Black Gorilla that Leon possessed a defensive tool. However, he brushed it off as a low-

level tool and was not concerned about it.

After Rodney’s defeat, Joel's words made him realize that the defensive tool Leon possessed was in the Peak Emperor State. In

that instant, it all made sense as to how Rodney was defeated.

"Also, Leon seems to possess daggers coated with poison that kills within seconds. If the Spears wish to eliminate him, you guys

will have to look out for those as well!” Joel added.

Joel was told about how Gordon came close to killing Darius with the daggers and that the Deadly Veratrum poison belonged to

Leon, so he made sure to inform the Southern Boss about them as well.

"Poisoned daggers? This kid sure has a lot of tricks up his sleeves!" The Southern Boss was shocked and finally understood why

Joel said that Leon was a mysterious man.

It dawned on him that he might have underestimated Leon.

"Southern Boss, that's all we Hiltons can say! If the Spears require any assistance to get rid of Leon, let us know, and well do our

best to aid you!" Devon said.

Though the Southern Boss had refused to join forces with the Hiltons, Devon instinctively knew that Leon could not be taken

lightly, especially with the Thompsons and Hughes protecting him.

Should the Southern Boss change his mind and wish to cooperate with the Hiltons, Devon would always welcome it.

"Sure! Thank you, Elder Hilton!" The Southern Boss said.

With that, Devon left with Joel and the others.

"Dad, let's leave as well," Rodney said once the Hiltons disappeared into the distance.

"Hang on! Leon has injured you badly and the Spears can't let this slide!" The Southern Boss said.

"What do you mean, Dad?" Rodney asked thoughtfully.

"It's much harder to fend off an attack coming at you in the dark! The Thompsons and the Hughes took Leon under their wings,

so we can't do much to him. However, we can always play dirty!" The Southern Boss paused for a moment. "Once the sales

drive ends, the Thompsons and Hughes will leave. Without them around to protect Leon, it'll be the perfect chance for us to get

rid of him!" He said ruthlessly.

He had long thought of getting rid of Leon in secret but had not dared to act on it since the Dragon Corps was targeting the

Spears. However, the Southern Boss ran out of patience and could no longer put up with Leon.

He intended to send someone to assassinate Leon and have all his issues resolved.

"Sir, please let us take care of Leon Wolf..." The Fifth and Sixth Guardians stepped forward.

Leon has gotten the Dragon Corps on his side and captured Rodney right under the Fifth and Sixth Guardians' noses.

They both resented Leon for causing them to fail at their jobs.

Since the Southern Boss decided to hunt Leon down, the two of them were keen to participate.
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